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	Name2: Amy Anderson, Habitat Biologist, WGFD
	Email2: amy.anderson@wyo.gov
	Phone2: 307-335-2604
	Address2: 260 Buena Vista
	City2: Lander
	State2: WY
	Zip2: 82520
	Other Description: Migration Corridors
	Narrative: In partnership with the interagency Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep Technical Committee, the Shoshone National Forest plans to implement a habitat enhancement project to benefit the beleaguered Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep Herd.  This project includes ~680 acres of broadcast burning on the eastern flank of Whiskey Mountain on the National Forest and ~620 acres of broadcast burning on the Whiskey Basin Wildlife Habitat Management Area near Dubois, Wyoming (see attached project maps).This area contains what was once the largest wintering herd of Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in the US.  In the late 1980’s, the herd was estimated at ~2,000 sheep.  A catastrophic pneumonia-related die-off occurred in 1990-91 and reduced the population to ~630 individuals in 2005.  Herd size rebounded slightly during the mid-1990s to nearly 900 sheep, but recent estimates indicate fewer than 500 individuals in the herd today.  The herd continues to languish below population objectives primarily due to low productivity and poor lamb recruitment.  The Whiskey Mountain herd is critically important to both the State of Wyoming and to the broader United States.  Habitat for the herd is managed by the Wyoming Game & Fish Department, US Forest Service, and BLM through the work of the Technical Committee.As early as 1979, sheep habitat in the vicinity of Torrey Rim and Whiskey Mountain was identified as having restricted bighorn movement corridors that were in need of improvement.  Dense forested areas limit sight distances and movement for bighorns and provide lower quality forage and loafing opportunities as compared to more open habitat.  The Whiskey Mountain Bighorn Sheep Comprehensive Management Plan identifies this problem and calls for collaborative action to address it:  “Over 50 years of fire suppression has allowed the development of many areas of dense or over mature trees which effectively block bighorn movements and use of some suitable winter range.  Judicious, properly planned, and well-managed use of prescribed fire for habitat and migration corridor management holds the greatest potential for addressing this problem.”  The goal of this project is to deliver direct benefits to the Whiskey Mountain herd by addressing the legacy of fire suppression in the Whiskey Mountain / Torrey Rim complex.  Project objectives include use of selective tree felling and prescribed fire to: 1) open migration routes that are currently colonized by conifers, 2) enhance forage and loafing habitats, and 3) promote habitat conditions that more closely resemble historical conditions that supported a productive sheep herd.   The Technical Committee co-developed this project and has endorsed the use of prescribed fire to enhance bighorn sheep habitat in the Whiskey Mountain / Torrey Rim complex.  More than 40 years have elapsed since the Technical Committee first noted that dense forests negatively affect bighorn sheep habitat and identified prescribed fire as the best tool for addressing the problem.  Currently, limited sheep use in unburned habitats, coupled with depressed demographic performance of the Whiskey Mountain herd, have imparted a sense of urgency in both the committee and surrounding communities to advance management actions that benefit bighorns.  Anticipated dates for implementation are spring and/or fall 2023 to burn portions of the WHMA on Torrey Rim and spring and/or fall 2023 to burn the primary ignition unit on the National Forest.  Ignition is planned using both ground crews with drip torches and aerial ignition using drones and/or helicopters for the more difficult terrain.  To create ground fuels needed to carry fire throughout the primary burn unit, the Forest Service contracted and financed 181-acres of selective tree felling in September of 2021 at a cost of ~$69,000.  After these fuels have cured, the prescribed burn will be implemented given opportune burn windows in 2023.  Prior to implementation, an Invasive Species Management Plan will be in place should any weed invasion occur post-burn.  Funding requested from the Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation ($15,000) would be used for two primary purposes: 1) to help finance preparation, implementation, and mop-up of the burn using a combination of ground-based fire crews and aerial resources, and 2) to help finance monitoring and treatment of invasive species post-burn.  If selected, funding would be granted to Shoshone National Forest to conduct the prescribed burn and to the Fremont County Weed and Pest District for invasive species control.  Current committed funding partners include the US Forest Service ($52,000; in-kind), WY Game and Fish Trust ($60,000; cash), WY Wildlife and Natural Resources Trust ($60,000; cash), WY Governor's Big Game License Coalition ($40,000; cash), and Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation ($5,000; cash).By improving crucial habitats that support an iconic and core native bighorn sheep herd, this project directly aligns with the Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation's mission to conserve and enhance populations of bighorn sheep in Wyoming.  This project is among the top priorities of the Technical Committee, implements habitat and nutrition objectives articulated in the 2019 Whiskey Mountain Sheep Bighorn Sheep Plan, and has been endorsed by the National Wild Sheep Foundation, the Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation, the National Bighorn Sheep Center, and the Wyoming Wilderness Association.
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	Title: Torrey Rim Prescribed Burn
	Total Project: 232000
	County: [Fremont]
	Nearest Town: Dubois
	Miles/Acres: 1300
	Monitoring: Annual invasive species monitoring will occur to determine if the prescribed fire triggered any emergence of problematic invasives such as cheatgrass, musk thistle, or dalmatian toadflax.  Location data from collared ewes will be analyzed to determine whether the prescribed burn accomplished the project objectives of opening migration corridors and creating additional usable habitat for the herd.  Before-after photographs at fixed photo points will be used to document fire effects. 
	Text14: Fire Management Officers from the Shoshone National Forest estimate burn implementation will cost approximately $152,000.  Most of these costs are associated with personnel costs for ground-based fire crews and for aerial resources (helicopters and/or drones) needed to implement the burn.  Of this total, more than one-third ($52,000) is already funded through Forest Service base costs, leaving approximately $100,000 to raise through partner organizations.  The Shoshone National Forest and Wyoming Game and Fish Department have also set a fundraising goal of $80,000 to support invasive species monitoring and treatment post-burn.  Total project costs are estimated at ~$232,000.  To date, the Forest has invested hundreds of hours of District, Forest, Regional, and Washington Office staff time and more that $70,000 into this effort.  In addition to covering estimated base costs of ~$52,000 to implement the burn in 2023, 181-acres of selective felling was completed in 2021 and was financed by the Forest Service at a cost of ~$69,000. The Shoshone National Forest believes the Whiskey Mountain herd constitutes an iconic, irreplaceable, and unique wildlife resource to both the State of Wyoming and to the broader United States.  When combined with ongoing research and conservation efforts, the management actions outlined above are intended to perpetuate the herd as a core value and icon of the Fitzpatrick Wilderness.  The Shoshone National Forest would like to thank the Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation for previous financial support for this project ($6,000 in 2020) and for considering additional funding support for this critically important prescribed burn.
	Text15: All project documentation (before-after photographs, videos of burn implementation, post-burn monitoring information, maps, etc.) will be made available to the Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation.  Project leaders from the Shoshone National Forest and WY Game and Fish Department will offer comprehensive project reports and interactive, in-person presentations to any project partner upon request.  In addition, project leaders will present outcomes of the project at annual public meetings of the National Bighorn Sheep Center in Dubois, Wyoming. 
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